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Objective of the talk

Objectives

I Explain the intuition behind the four popular methods to identify causal
effects using quasi-experimental research designs.

I Explain important limitations and assumptions behind these methods.

I Present three examples that use these four methods.

I Present some common economist jargon.

I use green boxes to present methods

I use blue boxes to present examples

I use gray boxes to summarize
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Outcomes of the talk

Methods: The Furious Four

1 Regression analysis

2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Jargon: Econ Slang

Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) Causal effect
Identification Strategy Potential outcomes
Fixed effects Local Average Treatment Effects
Compliers
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Point of departure: Defining treatment and outcomes

The policy question: Is policy x a good policy?

1 What is ”policy x”?

Define the treatment.

2 What is a ”good policy”?

Define the outcomes of interest.

Example Danish School Reform 2014

I Several treatments: longer school day,
new curriculum, physical activity in
classroom

I Several objectives/outcomes: challenge
all pupils, reduce the socio-economic
gradient in academic achievement, increase
trust and well-being to and in the school.
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Point of departure: Defining specific treatment and outcomes

1 What is ”policy x”?

Define the treatment.

I Treatment: Longer school days

2 What is a ”good policy”?

Define the outcomes of interest.

I Outcome: Academic achievement.

The evaluation problem - You can only take one road

Alice goes to public school, is treated by the reform, and has longer
school days.

I We are interested in the difference in potential outcomes for Alice with
and without longer school days.

I The difference in potential outcomes is what we define as the causal
effect of longer school days.

Problem: Alice is either treated or not. She cannot be both. We never
know both potential outcomes.

I How do find out whether Alice would learn more without the longer school
days?

I We need an identification strategy.
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Point of departure: The evaluation problem

How do find out whether Alice would learn more without the longer
school days?

Option 1 Clone Alice

I Give the original Alice longer school days.

I Give the cloned Alice normal school days.

⇒ Compare their learning outcomes.

I don’t want to do this.

Option 2 Compare Alice to Bob

Bob goes to private school, is not treated
by the reform, and has normal school days.

⇒ Compare Alice’s learning outcome
to Bob’s learning outcome.

What does this comparison tell us?
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Point of departure: The evaluation problem

What does a comparison between Bob and Alice tell us?

What we actually observe

Alice Bob

Treated Yes No
Observed test score 5 6

Observed treatment effect: 5-6=-1

What if we observed everything?

Alice Bob

Treated Yes No
Initial test score level 3.5 3.5
Effect of treatment 1.5
Private tutoring No Yes
Effect of tutoring 2.5
Observed test score 5 6

Actual treatment effect=1.5
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Point of departure: The evaluation problem

Will more observations help us?

I Increasing sample size helps in cases with random noise.

I Increasing sample size is not the solution to systematic bias.

(ex. if private schools is related to private tutoring)

Omitted variable bias

Omitted variable bias (OVB): we fail to control for variables that are
correlated with both the treatment and outcome of interest.
⇒Causes biased estimates!

Josh Angrist: ”I get my students to rant the formula for omitted variable
bias!”

Solutions

1 Randomize treatment status (Randomized Control Trials): Actively
breaks the link between treatment and omitted variables.

2 Exploit quasi-experimental randomization: Policies and institutional
setting that causes randomization of treatment status.
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Outcomes of the talk

Methods: The Furious Four

1 Regression analysis

2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Jargon: Econ Slang

Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) X Causal effect X
Identification StrategyX Potential outcomes X
Fixed effects Local Average Treatment Effects
Compliers
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Quasi-experimental methods: 1 Regression Analysis

We would like to know how length of the school day affect children

I Look for quasi-experimental variation in length of school day.
I I observed variation in time of the day children are tested.

Can we use the variation in time of the day children are tested?
First step: understand what causes the variation

! Test time depends on computer availability.
⇒ For children at the same school: variation ”as good as random”.
⇒ For children at the different schools: variation not random.
⇒ We have to control for school fixed effects.

I Solution: Compare children within same school.

School 1

School 2

Test time 9 10

10 11

Test result 51 50

64 63

Difference -1

-1
One hour later ⇒ one point lower score.
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Quasi-experimental methods: 1 Regression Analysis

Method: Regression Analysis

I Compare test results for children in same school with varying test times.

Challenge: 1,200 schools gives approximately 1,200 results.

Solution: Weighted average of results across schools ⇒ One result.

In practice: Use regression analysis to compute average effect of test time
on test result across schools.

⇒ Regression analysis: A method to hold observable factors constant.

Example: Cognitive fatigue influences students’ performance on
standardized tests

gino_testing.png (PNG Image, 560 × 417 pixels) http://hbswk.hbs.edu/PublishingImages/gino_testing.png
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From HBS Working Knowledge
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Outcomes of the talk

Methods: The Furious Four

1 Regression analysis A method to hold observable factors constant. X

2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Jargon: Econ Slang

Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) X Causal effect X
Identification StrategyX Potential outcomes X
Fixed effectsX Local Average Treatment Effects
Compliers
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Quasi-experimental methods: 2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

Example: Care around birth. Does it matter?

I We observe variation in spending on child birth across countries and a
trend towards lower spending.

Fig: Hospital days at birth
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I Can we analyze whether reduction in care around birth has effect on child
(and mother) outcomes?
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Quasi-experimental methods: 2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

Example: Care around birth. Does it matter?

I Some stay longer at hospital and some leave immediately.

I Most variation driven by unobservable preferences and resources.

⇒ We cannot control for it.

Search for policy-driven variation in care around birth.

I Solution: Counties introduced mandated discharge at the day of birth.

I Advantage: Not all counties introduced it at the same time.

Fig: Hospital days at birth
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Quasi-experimental methods: 2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

Method: Difference-in-differences (DiD)

Intuition

1 Intuition: County A introduced policy in 1990. County B introduced policy
in 1993.

2 Mothers in County A are different than mothers in county B.

3 We assume that this difference is constant over time.

D1 Difference between a child in county A and a child in county B in 1989.

D2 Difference between a child in county A and a child in county B in 1990.

DiD Difference-in-differences=D2-D1.
Outcome

Time

Control group

Treatment group

D2

D1

DiD

Policy change
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Quasi-experimental methods: 2 Difference-in-differences (DiD)

Example: Care around birth. Does it matter?

What we find

I Treated children have short-run
higher readmission rates.

I Treated children are breastfed
less.

I Treated children have worse
subjective health at age 7.

I Treated children have lower 9th
grade GPA.

I Results are driven by
”at-risk-children”
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Outcomes of the talk

Methods: The Furious Four

1 Regression analysis A method to hold observable factors constant. X

2 Difference-in-differences (DiD) Compare differences between treated and
untreated units, before and after the policy is introduced. X

3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Jargon: Econ Slang

Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) X Causal effect X
Identification StrategyX Potential outcomes X
Fixed effectsX Local Average Treatment Effects
Compliers
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Quasi-experimental methods: 3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

Example: When should children start school?

Treatment: Children are one year older when they start school.

Outcome: Children’s non-cognitive skills

I Is it random who delays school? ⇒ No

X

School starting age

Y

Child development

Causal effect

Z

School readiness

+ −

−
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Quasi-experimental methods: 3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

Example: When should children start school?

I Search for policy-driven variation in school starting age (SSA).

I Solution: Cutoff-date: Children in DK start school the year they turn 6.

Born Dec 31: SSA=5.6. Not treated.

Born Jan 1: SSA=6.6. Treated.

Fig: Date of birth and SSA
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Quasi-experimental methods: 3 Regression Discontinuity (RD)

Method: Regression Discontinuity (RD)

I A continuous curve is a smooth unbroken curve.

I Exploit the discontinuity in school starting age at the cutoff date.

I Intuition: Random (assumption) whether you are born on January 1 or
December 31 and institutional setting assigns different treatment.

I The date of birth is the forcing variable.

Fig: Date of birth and Hyperactivity
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Outcomes of the talk

Methods: The Furious Four

1 Regression analysis A method to hold observable factors constant. X

2 Difference-in-differences (DiD) Compare differences between treated and
untreated units, before and after the policy is introduced. X

3 Regression Discontinuity (RD) Exploit that assignment to treatment
changes discontinuously along a forcing variable. X

4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Jargon: Econ Slang

Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) X Causal effect X
Identification StrategyX Potential outcomes X
Fixed effectsX Local Average Treatment Effects
Compliers
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Quasi-experimental methods: 4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Example: When should children start school l (continued)?

Treatment: Children are one year older when they start school.

Outcome: Children’s non-cognitive skills.

Strategy: Exploit discontinuity in school starting age by birth date.

But not everyone complies to the rule ⇒ use discontinuity as an
instrumental variable.

I Sharp regression discontinuity: everyone complies (no need for IV).

I Fuzzy regression discontinuity: not everyone complies (need for IV
strategy).

X

School starting age

Y

Child development

Causal effect

Z

School readiness

+ −

−

P

Discontinuity

−/+
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Quasi-experimental methods: 4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Method: Instrumental Variables (IV)

I Intuition: Find a variable that affects treatment (for example the
discontinuity) ⇒ that is our instrument.

The instrument can only affect our outcome through the treatment
variable (assumption!).

I Step 1 Use instrument to predict variation in treatment.

I Step 2 Estimate the relationship between the outcome of interest and the
predicted variation from step 1.

Important: IV only identifies effect of treatment for those who change
treatment status because of the instrument. The compliers.
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Quasi-experimental methods: 4 Instrumental Variables (IV)

Compliers: Why is that important?

I We are different So far: The policy has the same effect on everyone.

In practice, the effect of the policy may vary across people.

Common approach: Focus on average treatment effect (ATE).

Instrumental variables identifies the Local Average Treatment Effect
(LATE). Only the average effect for those who reacted to the instrument.

Example: Optional 10th grade

I Used IV strategy to identify effect of 10th grade

Instrument only affected behavior of those on in doubt!

⇒ Study is not informative of the effect for those who were sure that they
would go.

I News story: 10th grade not worth it!
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Quasi-experimental methods: 4 Instrumental Variables (IV))

Example: When should children start school l (continued)?

I Intuition: We use the discontinuous jump at January 1 as an instrument
for school starting age.

We identify the Average Treatment Effect for the compliers.

⇒ 1y older SSA ⇒ 0.7SD lower hyperactivity at age 7.

But: LATE effect!

I Our results are not informative about:
I children who have problems and would

have delayed school enrollment if they
were born in December.

I children with high school readiness who
would advanced enrollment if they were
born in January.
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Outcomes of the talk

Methods: The Furious Four

1 Regression analysis A method to hold observable factors constant. X

2 Difference-in-differences (DiD) Compare differences between treated and
untreated units, before and after the policy is introduced. X

3 Regression Discontinuity (RD) Exploit that assignment to treatment
changes discontinuously along a forcing variable. X

4 Instrumental Variables (IV) Exploit a third variable that affects
treatment status but not our outcome directly to obtain variation in
treatment status. X

Jargon: Econ Slang

Omitted Variable Bias (OVB) X Causal effect X
Identification StrategyX Potential outcomes X
Fixed effectsX Local Average Treatment Effects X
Compliers X
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Quasi-experimental approaches: Advantages and disadvantages

Advantages

Often more feasible than RCT.

Often very policy relevant, because the policies are changed.

Disadvantages

Only answer questions with quasi-experimental variation.

(Questions we can answer vs. questions we would like to answer).

Often complex assumptions.

Often very specific treatments.

Not always the relevant treatment effect.
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Where to go next?

I Contact me hhs@sfi.dk

I Read Mastering Metrics.
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